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Full Movie Watch Online Hindi.] Nonetheless, we find that the good mood associated with the
positive strategies to control the pain of hot flush is worth noting. This is the first study to explore
the pain-related factors associated with the experience of hot flush. The results suggested that
controlling emotions such as fear, anger, depression, and pain could be an effective way to avoid hot
flush. Therefore, during hot flush, should we change the emotional status of the patient to eliminate
negative emotions, such as fear and anger? Or how should we control the painful feelings of hot
flush for women? Further studies are needed to explore how women can control emotions such as
fear and anger during hot flush. 5. Limitations {#sec5} ============== Although this study
is important because it represents data from women who are primary caregivers of the family, it has
some limitations. First, this study was cross-sectional and we could not compare levels of grief and
loneliness between different times in the menstrual cycle. Since the time of the menstrual cycle is
associated with the severity of hot flush, the results might be influenced by the menstrual cycle.
Second, we did not study the nature of relationship between various factors and hot flush. We did
not study the impact of relationship quality or relationship stability on the experience of hot flush.
Third, we did not recruit a control group of women without hot flush. Finally, the comparison
between women with and without hot flush is lacking. We can not draw any conclusion about
whether patients should change emotional status during hot flush. So further longitudinal studies
with a controlled group are needed to understand the longitudinal relationships between hot flush
and emotional factors. This work was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China
(Grant nos. 31170976, 81070944, and 81373497), and the Dongbei Scholar R&D Program (2013).
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